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Science - Invasive Species Awareness
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Links to Standards: These links will take you to a web page
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Stage 1-Desired Results
Content Standard(s):
Copy and paste them here:
HS-LS2-6.
Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning that the complex interactions in ecosystems maintain relatively consistent numbers and
types of organisms in stable conditions, but changing conditions may result in a new ecosystem.[Clarification Statement: Examples of
changes in ecosystem conditions could include modest biological or physical changes, such as moderate hunting or a seasonal flood;
and extreme changes, such as volcanic eruption or sea level rise.]
HS-LS2-7.
Design, evaluate, and refine a solution for reducing the impacts of human activities on the environment and biodiversity.*[Clarification
Statement: Examples of human activities can include urbanization, building dams, and dissemination of invasive species.]
HS-LS4-5.
Evaluate the evidence supporting claims that changes in environmental conditions may result in:(1) increases in the number of
individuals of some species, (2) the emergence of new species over time, and (3) the extinction of other species.[Clarification Statement:
Emphasis is on determining cause and effect relationships for how changes to the environment such as deforestation, fishing, application
of fertilizers, drought, flood, and the rate of change of the environment affect distribution or disappearance of traits in species.]
HS-LS4-6.
Create or revise a simulation to testa solution to mitigate adverse impactsof human activity on biodiversity.*[Clarification Statement:
Emphasis is on designing solutions for a proposed problem related to threatened or endangered species, or to genetic variation of
organisms for multiple species.]
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Understanding(s):
Students will understand that . . .

Essential Question(s):

1) the conditions that lead to a species becoming an
invasive species.
2) invasive species can be naturally introduced or
introduced intentionally or accidentally by human
activities.
3) ecosystem interactions can be altered by the addition
or removal of a single species from any trophic level.

1) What makes a species an invasive species?
2) How do invasive species impact a local
ecosystem (including short-term and long-term
impacts)?
3) How do human activities impact ecosystem
dynamics?

Other Notes:

Stage 2-Acceptable Evidence
Performance Task(s)
How do the students prove they understand the
concept(s)?
What are the tasks?

Presentation (PPT, Prezi, etc.)
Public Service Announcements
Facebook page
Twitter with tweets
Posters
Pamphlet
Series of Vines or Instagram
Blog
Wiki

Other Evidence and Formative
Assessment works:
Quiz
Class discussions
Reflections
Bibliography
Ticket to Leave

Rubric: Create a rubric at http://rubistar.4teachers.org/
Copy the url to the created rubric and paste it here:

http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php?screen=ShowRubric&rubric_id=2365207&
Stage 3- Learning Plan
Learning Activities:
Type your lesson plan here:

See below.
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Directions
Create a presentation for class exploring the issue of invasive species in Illinois. The presentation should be 100% factual (cite your sources), and address a
legitimate invasive species environmental concern. You may present this information in a variety of formats, but you will then present your project to the class.
Some example formats for your project are listed below; however, you may choose your own project format if you get it approved by the teacher.
Presentation (PPT, Prezi, etc.)
Public Service Announcements
Facebook page
Twitter with tweets
Posters
Pamphlet
Series of Vines or Instagram
Blog
Wiki
Choose one of the following: (or another pre-approved invasive species in Illinois)
- Asian Carp – in our local rivers
- Zebra Mussels – in Lake Michigan and/or other Illinois waterways.
- Emerald Ash Borer Beetle – in La Salle County and throughout Illinois
- Soybean Aphid (insect) – in La Salle County and throughout Illinois
- Kudzu (plant) – not yet found in La Salle County, but found in numerous counties in IL
- Hydrilla (aquatic plant) – potential threat, found as close as Iowa
Use the following questions as a foundation for your exploration of the issue. These questions need to be addressed at some point in the presentation, but they
should not limit you in what you explore as causes for concern and why your classmates should become involved in the solution.
Base Questions
1. How did the issue begin and what are the waterways (ecosystems) that are…
a. currently affected?
b. potentially affected?
c. Who cares?
2. What is the scientific explanation for the problem?
3. What is the economic impact of the situation?
a. private business impact?
b. public tax dollar impact?
c. Who cares?
4. What other negative affects can be identified?
a. Who cares?
5. What are possible solutions being explored?
a. negative side-affects?
b. costs?
c. Who cares?
6. What can you (a soon-to-be sophomore in high school in La Salle County, IL) do to help?
a. Why should someone your age care?
Resources
http://www.invasive.org/illinois/
http://www.inhs.illinois.edu/research/CAPS/index.html
http://www.dnr.illinois.gov/conservation/iwap/pages/invasivespecies.aspx
Group Guidelines
You should split the workload of the project as you see fair and fit. Break up the group to address 1-2 of the base questions individually and then combine work.
Some questions do not have as much to address, so those should be combined to balance the workload. All portions of the presentation (regardless of format)
should use the same font and background. Do not waste time with transitions and animations, stay focused on providing the best information to attain the goal of
the presentation.
Presentation Information
- Presentation of your project should not exceed 10 minutes (including set up and opening of computer file)
- Do not count on the internet being available (save everything in your file)
- regardless of presentation type, your sources must be included in your project (cite your sources of information)
o INTERNET - Title of article / webpage (followed by URL)

Example: NPS Garlic Mustard Fact Sheet http://www.nps.gov/plants/alien/fact/alpe1.htm
o OTHER SOURCE – Title of article / paper (followed by book/newspaper/magazine title)
- The ultimate goal of the presentation is not only to bring awareness of the issue to the audience, but to influence them to want to get involved in helping solve
the environmental issue.

Adapted from Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe-Understanding by Design

Lesson Contributors: Please type your names and your district’s name:
Tom Jeppson, OTHS; Dan Heaver, OTHS; Julie Mantzke, OTHS; Angela Priestley, OTHS; Sandrine Clairardin, OTHS; Jessica Overocker, OTHS; Sean Porter,
OTHS; Kevin Keating LPHS; Joe Bruner LPHS; Jason Miller LPHS; Jose Medina LPHS; John Beatty LPHS; Janet Grady-Leffelman St.BedeAcademy; Aubrey
Mikos, Serena HS; John Holzman, Mendota Township High School; Therese Busard, Mendota Township High School; Jennifer Rexius, LPHS; Nancy Dailey,
Leland High School

Directions: Save this pdf and email it to trossman@roe35.org
Or pwasilewski@roe35.org
Thank you for sharing!

